
Planet KDB 

Do you want to be an expert on this most fascinating planet? 

Well now you can! Read on to find out. 

Planet KDB is in the MCFC Galaxy. It isn’t in the `Goldilocks 

zone` which means it is either too hot or too cold to live on. This 

planet is the closest to its star, which is a supernova. It takes 

500 days to orbit its supernova .Scientists think that it will take 

approximately 189 months to even reach this planet.  

Appearance and terrain 

Planet KDB is a small sphere. It is 1,500 

KM in diameter [990 miles.] This planet 

looks red and blue from space, that is 

because of its atmosphere making an 

illusion of red and blue from space. 

Because there are 2 acid lakes, 2 pools of lava and 2 giant 

volcanoes – that erupt earth like lava – you couldn’t live on 

Planet KDB. This planet has a bumpy, rocky surface- inside of 

the rocks are lava bubbles that will pop if you stand on one of 

them. Under Planet KDBs surface, is all acid and there is even 

acid in the core as well as on top of the surface. Planet KDB in 

the earth similarity index is around a 0.01 or a 0.03- that means 

it looks nothing like earth.  

Climate and Atmosphere 

On Planet KDB, it can reach to a temperature of approximately 

300 degrease Celsius because it doesn’t spin so that means 

that one side of this planet is always extremely cold or 

extremely hot. On the cold side, the temperature can 

approximately reach to -500 degrease Celsius. Around this 

planet, it has a thick atmosphere that means that it doesn’t let 

that much air escape its atmosphere [it will only let 2% of the air 

escape.] Planet KDB has very bad weather like acid rain, lava 



rain and this planet can even rain red hot shards of glass. This 

planet even has hurricanes and tornadoes!!!  

Life on Planet KDB 

The aliens that live on this planet are called 

Drift, Ragnorok and Chomp SR. they all eat 

red and blue slime and it tastes like acid and 

lava put together [very disgusting.] Drift has 2 

eyes 2 mouths which has dagger like teeth, 2 

arms with scales on them, 2 feet which has 

razor sharp claws. Ragnorok has 3 eyes, 1 mouth with razor 

sharp teeth, 2arms with sharp claws and 4 legs. Chomp SR. 

has 2 eyes t5hat turn red if he sees food, he has a very 

temperamental attitude 1 mouth with blood on his teeth, 2 arms 

with daggers as hands and has 2 feet. They have homemade 

houses, huts and caves. They make these out of lava, sticks 

and rocks [the huts.] For the caves they use mud, rocks, lava 

and acid. Humans couldn’t live on Planet KDB because they 

would melt instantly [that is if they landed in the North 

Hemisphere.] If they landed in the South Hemisphere, they 

would freeze instantly. 

Interesting facts 

  Planet KDB was discovered by Mr. kdb in 2018 about a 

month ago  

 It is the hottest in its solar system but it might be the 

smallest in its solar system to 

 No one will be able to land on this planet because you will 

die instantly 

 In 100 years Planet KDB will unfortunately EXPLODE  
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